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In s 2, by aid of this rxult, I prove that CZJZYY itirgr infqv is de .~ttm 
of tm primes crud n bourt&d ~rwniw <>f sqrtm-s 04 printcs. This may be cont- 
rxsted with the result proved in a preriou; paper’. that every integer is the 
sum of a bounded number of positisrc and negativ: s+:ares of primes. It v,-as 
conjectured that every large integer is the sum of a bounded number of 
positive squares of primes ‘. 

In § 3, I consider results analogous to the following theorex of Khin- 
tshine: Let ~,,=o<LI~< . . . . h,,=o<A,<... be tvio sequences of S~hnirelmann 

density 5~ $, then the SchnirLL!i i1 “Xl:1 CidilSity Of the StZ~Ut?liC2 fi*i? is 2 2.6. 

Dr Heilbronn and I con;ecturt‘d that ii o~,=o, a*=r<a y ,A\..., aud 

b,,=o, h, = I< b:< . . ., are two srz,urnc~s oi asymptotic density Z,& f , then 

the asymptotic density of th 
; 

5 sc‘:;‘:enie ff+h is P L 5,. I prol:e thk con.jec- 
I? 

On the other hand, it is asy to see that 3 6,> -l- T every sufkiently 

large integer is of the form 0; + ~!j i. e. the asymptotic density of the se- 

quence LZi + Uj is I. 

It is easy to see that this theorem is best possible. For let a,,, (II, N,: . . . 
be all the integers-o, or I (mod 4). The asymptotic density of this sequence 
is r/2. The sequence ~1; + nj consists of the integers- O,I or 2 (mod 4) and 
its asymptotic density is $4. This example is due to Dr Heiibronn. 

The argument of this chapter is very similar to that of I. As there, TZ‘C 
prove our theorem as a particular case of a more general one. Let n be suf- 
ficiently large and let the positive integers z fz not included among the a’s 
be denoted by b,, k,, . . .? b,. 

%On the easier Waring Problem for powers of primes b. Proceedings of :i:e Cam- 
bridge Philosophical Society, Vol. SSSIII. Part I. January 1y!7, g-12. 

3 Since this paper was written, this conjecture has been proved by Vinogradoff 
aEinige allgemeine Primzahls2tzea. Travaux de l’lnstitut Maihkmatique de Tbilissi !iI (I~,?S), 
35-67. 



has at Ieast E--r~.M solutions in the xmriables v>M, II, 17. Thus, for gk-en 
E=b, there are at least b,.---r of the n’s not less than b, and hence at least 
b,--r-- M of the a’s not less than b,-M. We find from each of these n’s a solu- 
tion v and summing for Y= I, 2, , ,: :\I: the total nmnber cf solutions is not 
less than 

But there are at most n-M possible vaIues of v’, namely, nl+ I, 
At+2, ..‘) IZ, and so,, for at least one value of V, say 1, there are not less 
than 

E-Ah _ 
'12 - LM 

> -; - AI 

of the b’s in n + 1. T!lis proyes the lemma. 

L e 111 111 a 2. I[f‘ 5 is ,?JLP nrt~obr*r of’ b’s 1 IL in tile set a f U ~L~LYP U is LZIZ~ 
given iIftcgPr, nu$ 17 is thr rziwhr (7-f h’s in n - 17, then yi S E+ U. 

Let LX denote b-y n,<n,<. , . <n, the n’s not exceeding B - U. Evidently 
~2 Y- U. Thus the number of u’s in the sequence nl+ U, n,+U, . . . . a,+U Xc-’ 
is not Iess than ;-[Z.~-i--r/:, hence the number of n’s in ai- U is also 
not less than x-5-U. Thus the number of 17’s in n,- G’ does not exceed 
5 + U, which proves the lenma, 
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Now we proceed to prove OLX main theorem. TTe express I as the Sam 

and difference of exactly I of the A’s say 
I 

I= 
c 

S&A,, El=$,=...=Zv=I, E,.+l=3,.+2=...=$I=-I: 
s=1 

by including a sufficient number of Abs among the A’s if need be and lvhere 
A, need not denote the first, A, the second etc. of the A’s. 

Denote by 1~~ the number of b’s zn in the set ~+E,?A,; S=I, 2, .,.. 1. 

I prove now that 
E 

For in the set of integers given by n -+A,+A there are at most I-L~+~-L~ _ 
of the b’s. Thus the set n+A, contains :fI of the b’s together xith some n’s. 
When we add A, to the numbers of the set n+A,, the p1 b’s, give at most 
p1 b’s, while the n’s give at most p2 b’s. ?\ion- take the set n + A, f A, + A,. 
This contains at most ~l+~~f~~2 of the b’s by precisely the same arguments 
applied to the sum of lz fA,fA, and A,. Similarly the set n+A,fA,+...+A, 
contains at most pi+ I-L~-+. . . +lk of the b’s. \I’e now assert that the set 
fi+A,+A,+ .., + A, - A,+i contains at most ~lt~.3+...+~-lr+~~~+l+Ar+1 
of the b’s. For if p;e subtract A+* from the members of the set a+A,+A,+ 
+...+A,, the ~lI+~~2+...+pr b’s give at most ~L~+IL~+...+~~ b’s Khile the 
a’s give at most pril of them. Also the members of the set n+A,+A,+. ..+L 
exceeding n give at most Arfl h’s. By the same argument, the set n+A+ 
+Aa+...+A+.-Arir.,. -A) i. e. the set n+I contains at most pl+p2+ 
+...+;l~+A,+l+Ar+;+...+d~ of the 6’s. But bg lemma I the set dfl 

E 
contains at least -- - 31, of the b’s and hence the result. 

Fl 
A &I, A,+,> ,... A, are all less than EU, thus we have 

Hence one of the !-l’s, say, 1~~2 g - ‘T - EIZ, and so if ,& 2 I’, or from i 
lemma 2. by taking I/‘=Ak if k>l; the number of h’s in CI + Ai. is not less 

E RI 
than K - 2~12 -i- 

We may suppose without loss of generalit!- that the n’s have asym- 
ptotic density 6,, say 6, with 6< I. We hare f(hF) 2 (6-q) bp, every 
q>o if bp>N=N(q); hence 
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and therefore 

E=b,+b,+...+b!, - tid 2 “r~;,,” - y”+l) - Nl (?) 
2 2 

for sufficiently small ‘/i! 
Hence for the nmuber T of integers not exceeding z in the set a + A 

p-e have 

Write 

7-z s+ 6-q y2 M -_-- 
2 (14+q) ?d I 

2 EFL- -1vp 

i. e, 

(J=rL-x), 

ZI--Y>* 

Hence 

This proves the inequality 

S’ZZ+ 
8(1-a) 

21 
and establishes the resuit. 

s 2 

Let p, ply .‘.> 4, q,> I.. denote primes; k a positive integer. Romanoff * 
proved that the density of the integers of each of the forms p-4-P and p+zB 

is positive. By his method, I can prove that the density of integers of the 
form p+$ is positive. I have, however, proved in my paper’ that every 

h &ber einige SBtze der additiven Zahlentheorieu. Mathematische Xnnalen, Band 
109 (‘934), 668-678. 

2 LOG. cit. 
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integer /U is the SLUX of a bounded namber of positive and negative squares 
of primes. The proof shows that the primes in the representation of I;Z Ina:- 
all be taken less than ~11. I prove 110~ that the primes xhose squares have a 

‘1!1 
negative sign may be taliCI1 less than 77?@, b>- aid of a result of Tchudakoff”, 

2 ,.$ 
Il~~illely, that for sufliciently large z the inter-ial II, IZ+IZ i , contains at least 
one prime. 

For s,rppose 111 is sufficiently large, and p1 is the greatest prime not 

esceeding m-+; then from Tchndxkoff’s result, -\I-e obtain 

lil -pi = (ik - p,) (71,-f+ p,) <71*-i +T 

If now p, is the greatest prime not exceeding 771 --pf: then 7~~-/~~--p~< ~1, alId 
siillilarlg 

the representation of the left hand side, a constant exists suc:~ 
sufficiently large integer is the sum of I positive and negative 
primes xvhere the negative squares may be supposed to be let>; 

Let the asymptotic density of this sequence p+qt be $1; then by $ I 

the asymptotic density of the sequence p + 4: + 7: is not less than 

In the same lvay, the asymptotic density of the sequence p+~,7+ ii-+-q: 

is not less than a?Jj + 
FP (I-V) =~13‘, 

21 
t 'I) 

Hen& a constant c exists such that asymptotic density of the integers of 
the form P+4~+4~+,,.+$ is greater than I/?. From this it follows imnedi- 

2c 
ately that every sufficiently large integer is of the form pl+ps+@:. 

Let n,=I<a,<...<n,~.~z<a~+l... be a sequence of asymptotic density 
&= 6, and let E be an arbitrary number. Let m be the greatest integer such 

that f(w) z (8---E)W but for J~>w, J(y)> (s--:)1;. Then wzfr is an a, for 
if not f(~?z+~)=f(fl6)~(~-~) II/< (N+I). It is easy to see that the 
Schnirelmann density of the positive members of the sequence G--m is not 

6 rtOn the difference between txx.0 neighhourin~ prime numherss. Recut51 Mathh.l- 
tique 1 (193h), ygg-SI;. 



less than 2-e. Hence from a result of Khintcbine, it follom that the Schni- 
rehnann densit:- oi: the sequence (a,--m) + (nj-f/r) i. e. the density of the 
sequence {a,-~. G+~~~-zwI) the members of xhich are given by the sequen- 
ces ni-tnr, o,Caj-291r is not less than 2 (5-e): i. e. for suffic’entlv large 71 
the ntmkw of integers not exceeding 7i of the sequence (ni --j- 7~1, fi$ +nj) is not 
ia*ss than 2 (2-s) 11 - m. Let uow IE be sAkiently large and denote by 
KJi,<cl <... 2 <n,*, the integers not esceeding ;I--III which nil+ ~1 does u;)t 

:‘ccur in the se+mm 2: + a,7. Since m-+1 is an n,, it follow that 

This means that the asyn1ptoti.z density of the sequence n, + fzJ is uot less 

t!lan m; rj‘ and proves the result. 
2 

ACMhlIITOTIPIECK4R IIJOTHOCTb C?-MMJ aBVS IIOCJEJOB,\- 
TEJIbHOCTEI 1: COCT~AB,UIIOILIIix I243IIC I&‘IbIS 4MCEJI. II. 



:')TOii l'eOpeNb1 He.?b31f y.ZyWUHTb, R:EK IIOKa3bIBaeT IIpIINep 

“0 = 0, a,== I, f12=+ u3=3, a4=S, a,= 9, . . . . 


